
“OUTFLOOR” - LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

          This layout is for a 462x462cm floor. You may have a different size to lay. Use this plan for guidance. 
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Components: 23 full panels, 4 half panels, 16 full edges (FE), 4 half edges (HE), 2 left corner edges (CLE), 2 right corners 
edges (CRE).



 
 

 

 

 

                           “OUTFLOOR” – LAYING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 
 
Row 1: Start at the top left-hand corner position by placing full panel no. 1 with 3 end lugs pointing to 
the left, then fit full panel no. 2 with the 3 lugs pointing to the right. Continue to lay the first row with 
as many full panels as required for the size of floor, all with the 3 lugs pointing right. Make sure that 
the panels are flush along the whole of the length of the row to ensure the edging will be straight. 
 
To fit the panels: Hold the panel at an angle and push it so the lugs slide underneath the panels 
already laid. When the two panels are completely touching along the whole length gently lower the 
panel to the floor. 
If the panels are not square, or the edges not flush DO NOT FORCE THE PANEL, simply ADJUST IT 
until it lowers. 
 

Lay the top line of edging before fitting the second row of panels, starting at the top left-hand 
position by placing half edge HE. Continue with full edges FE and complete with half edge HE.  
The top left corner edge CLE and the top right corner edge CRE can also be fitted at this stage. 
 
Fitting the edging: Start to lay the edging when Row 1 is completed. The edging then acts as a 
“straight edge” and ensures each row is square and flush as it is laid. 
Fit the edging by pushing the lugs underneath the panels at an angle then lower the edging to the 
floor. DO NOT FORCE. 
 
Row 2: Begin row 2 at the left-hand side with half panel no. 6, again with the 3 end lugs pointing left 
as it is the first panel in the row. Fit the remainder of row with the 3 end lugs pointing right. Complete 
the row with another half panel. 
Fit then the two full edges FE at the sides of the row. 
 
 
Row 3: Lay with full panels as Row 1. Fit then the two full edges FE at the sides of the row. 
Row 4: Start and finish row with half panels as Row 2. Fit then the two full edges FE at the sides of 
the row. 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
- never move the trolley without the removable top bar fitted; 
- the flooring, being made from natural wood, should be stored in a well ventilated atmosphere and       
  never in a hot, dry place; 
- avoid excessive exposure to moisture. 
 
 
 

 


